HOT CU RL
SUP

The whole world is talking
about SUP surfing! Born in
Hawaii, it is now the world's
fastest growing water
sport. Either catching waves,
paddling on flat water or
checking out reefs and sea-life
this new sport makes everybody
happy. It is accessible to all and
can be learned within 15
minutes. Great for the whole
family, either for kids getting out

Hot Curl Stand Up Paddle surfboards
are all designed by Source Surf &
Import for optimal performance and
highest regards to quality. No matter if
you are looking to rip some waves,
paddle down the coast or paddle long
distance, we have the perfect board for
you!

to enjoy the water or Adults
working on their fitness, SUPs
offer great fun!

SOURCE SURF & IMPORT
White Ms 1F. 1-269 Miyagi,
Chatan-cho, Okinawa 904-0113
Tel: 098-936-6466
www.sourceokinawa.com

HOT CURL SUP MODELS
Hot Curl Stand Up Surfboards come in two constructions; Brushed Carbon Sandwich
construction and Bamboo Sandwich construction. Both construction types begin with CNC cut
EPS blanks and hand laminated with the finest quality Epoxy resin and S-cloth. Below is our
current oﬀering of SUP models.

Hot Curl all round Bamboo 9’0 on location in Okinawa
Hot Curl Paddles; wood, bamboo and carbon fiber

Source Surf & Import was started in 1995 by
an American that wanted to combine his two
loves; Japan and surfing. Source has remained
in the same location for over 20 years
providing local surfers with excellent service

AL L ROUN DER BA MBO O :

¥130,000+TAX

Similar to a performance style longboard SUP shape with
double concave, this board does everything well, great
paddling up the coast or for catching waves.
We add a bit more volume to aide in smaller surf and
catching waves. The rocker has a natural curve to it for a
consistent feel under your feet. This board is great for
carving rail style turns and riding the nose.
Comes standard with a 2 + 1 fin set up.

and high quality surfing products from the

CA DIL LAC BAMBO O:

beginning."

Similar to the All Rounder 9’0 but with more emphasis on
stability and family fun at the beach cruising with your kids
or soloing up the coast. This series gives you maximum
glide and comfort. Comes with a 2 + 1 fin set up.

We continue and try to stay true to our roots
and make perfect surfboards. We pride
of boards for all kinds of surfers and
supplying them with the equipment to share
our excitement and joy we get from the

BRUS H ED CARBON WAVE :

ocean."

The Hot Curl Brushed Carbon models are for the
consummate wave hound! High impact resistance
coupled with light weight wave performance results in the
ultimate ride. Combination of just enough nose lift to
prevent pearling on the hollow waves with nice moderate
rocker to assist in catching waves and going fast! Comes
with a 4 +1 fin set up

brand of SUP and surf boards designed and
tested by our team. We hope we can share our
passion with you!

9’0” x 30” x 4.25” Double-Concave round-tail
9’6” x 30” x 4.25” Double-Concave round-tail
9’6” x 31” x 4.625” Double-Concave round-tail
9’8” x 31” x 4.625” Double Concave round tail

¥130, 000+ TAX

ourselves on making the most versatile range

Hot Curl is Source Surf & Import’s original

Available in the following sizes:

9’8” x 31” x 4.625” Double-Concave square-tail
10’0” x 31” x 4.625” Double-Concave round-tail
10’0” x 31.5” x 4.625” Double-Concave round-tail
10’6” x 31.5” x 4.75” Double-Concave square-tail

¥180, 000+ TAX

8’8” x 28.5” x 4” Double-Concave diamond-tail
9’0” x 28.5” x 4.25” Double-Concave diamond-tail
9’2” x 29.5” x 4.625” Double-Concave round-tail

